Welcome to study at Tongji University

Intentional Students Office
All international students for degree must attend and pass Chinese and China Overview courses.
Special regulations for postgraduates student

Before the interim assessment, if postgraduates fail more than 3 (3 included) courses (make-up exam included), it will be regarded as an unqualified interim assessment. For postgraduates who fail to meet the requirement of interim assessment, they will be subject to dismissal from the university.
Special regulations for international undergraduate students

After first year study, if international undergraduate students fail more than 25 credits (make-up exam included), they will subject to dismissal from the university.
Annual Review of Scholarship

Chinese Government scholarship students and Shanghai Municipal Government scholarship students are required to participate in the scholarship evaluation in May each year if their study time is longer than one year. Scholarship will be suspended or cancelled if academic performance, etc., does not meet the requirements of scholarship assessment.
Ways to get help

International students should first ask their college for help if they need it.
THANKS!